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About This Content

After 10 years, the definitive collection of Narcissu's heart-rending musical score is finally here!

Longtime fans of the Narcissu series have praised the powerful use of music and emotions as one of the finest in its genre, and
now the complete soundtrack is available on Steam! This edition collects the familiar music used in Narcissu 1st and 2nd, as

well as the incredible new additions from the 10th Anniversary.

As well as the instrumental score, this edition also featuress a massive 10 full vocal songs alongside the 36 BGM tracks. Last but
not least, this soundtrack includes the all new tracks from industry legends Chris Huelsbeck (Turrican, Star Wars: Rogue

Squadron) and Hiroki Kikuta (Secret of Mana, Koudelka).

10 years in the making, Narcissu's audio journey is now complete and available on Steam!

Tracklist: (Bold text denotes vocal tracks

Disc 1
01：スカーレット -arr- = Scarlet -arranged-

02：dear friend = dear friend
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03：15ｃｍ = 15cm
04：すみれより：あかりのテーマ = Akari's Theme (From Sumire)

05：南向きの窓 = Southern-facing Window

06：サクラ（１２０円の春より） = Sakura (from 120yen Spring)
07：曇りの心 = Clouded Heart
08：光降るなら = If light rains
09：朝の景色 = Morning Scene

10：ここにいる = I'm Here

11：ロードスター = Roadster
12：ねこ王国の姫/ＷＨＩＴＥより = Princess of the Cat Kingdom

13：銀色より = From Gin'iro
14：陽子のテーマ = Youko's Theme

15：悲しき調べ = Sorrowful Investigation

16：ラムネ79's = Ramune 79's
17：週末の過ごし方 = How to Pass a Weekend

18：ナルキッソス-inst2- = Narcissus
19：切なる想い = Sincere Feelings
20：半分の魔法 = Half of Magic

21：夕化粧 アレンジver = Preparing For Night

Disc 2
01：エメラルドの海 = Emerald Sea

02：Narcissu～セツミのテーマ～ = Narcissu ~Setsumi's Theme~
03：銀のクーペ = Silver Coupe

04：7F = 7F
05：夕立雲 = Rain Cloud

06：Liaison = Liaison
07：誰が為に = For Someone's Sake

08：秘めた希望 = Hidden Hope
09：１２０円の冬より = From 120yen of Autumn

10：姫子のテーマ = Himeko's Theme

11：10：ここにいる = I'm Here
12：長い影 = Long Shadows

13：Sleeping pretend(すみれより） = Sleeping Pretend (From Sumire)
14：憂いと麗し = Sorrow and Beauty

15：鳴る高架線 2007 = Ringing Railway

16：ナルキッソス-inst- = Narcissus -inst-
17：寂しき旋律 = Lonely Melody

18：ラムネ79's ver2 = Ramune 79's ver 2
19：飲み込む嘘 = Accepted Lies
20：ナルキッソス = Narcissus

21：一号線 = Route 1
22:雨のマージナル = Ame no Marginal

23:静かな時間 = Quiet Time
24:移り行く季節 = The Changing Seasons

25:耐える冬 = A Winter of Enduring

Total play time: 2hr 20min
Format: FLAC Lossless Audio
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A great flight simulator of World War II!
Gameplay
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ISiAsizfPH8. I was one of many who felt a great loss when FMLclosed so when 90 minute
fever came along i thought to myself lets give it a go hoping it could replace the void lefy by FML. I have to say i am not
disapointed one bit, the game is so playable and thoroughlt enjoyable. The developers are constantly adding new features and are
also willing to listen to any ideas we have to offer. they dont just listen though they act on any ideas as well. Although not the
finished article yet i honestly believe this will surpass FML eventually. If anyone is in two minds about purchasing the game
then all i wil say is give it a go, i dont think many will regret it.
Hopefully see you all in game
Kev
Strummerville FC. This game would be amazing if it didn't CTD all the time, or bug out all the time. It's unfortunate that it is on
steam with out any devs working on patching it up. I would LOVE to play this game bug free. I can't recommend you buy it
unless it's less than 5 bucks.. There are dolphins and Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy references.

No sharks though.. Fix the bug thats makes ghosts able to run away from you into you and just carry you to whatever part of the
map they please. That way yu require to shoot them with the blue gun.
Oh and I don't know if this is intentional or not, but ghosts I have already hit with the blue gun that will despawn, will just go
back to being able to kill me when they respawn.
Its a mediocre game, and I was expecting a more linear horror game (all I saw was kill ghosts with guns) but it runs smoothly
and if you know what kind of game your buying I guess its good? Very repetative though
I'm just going to give it a thumbs up because theres no option that goes in between yes and no
Also I don't know if someone already got the "first to win gets a prize thing" but either way I think I'm fine. A great game for
any 4X player.
You can feel the developers understand intimately and passionately the genre.
The AI is very well made and mounts a formidable challenge.
A few 'early access' bugs like background music starts a few minutes in, but nothing to spoil the very enjoyable experience.
I would love to see more immersive artwork added.. A satisfying DLC picking up from where the original left off. Takes a bit
of adjustment to understand the new systems, but a welcome addition. I really hope a second DLC is in the works.. Pretty good.
8\/10.

I wish it had a more scenes or a way to customize them. What I would like is to be able to import more GLSL shaders from
Shadertoys or something. This is still fantastic though. What's nice is that you can add in your own VJ clips by just changing the
content folders, although I'm disappointed it doesn't have dxv codec support, that's totally understandable at the same time. Just
regular mp4\/mov files here. While the BPM detection is actually really fantastic, I have also noticed it won't detect BPM below
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110, which is disappointing if you work with hiphop at all.

While it's quite a far-cry from Resolume Arena 6, this has been working quite well on the smaller dance nights I do, as well as a
backup to switch to if the main computer goes down.
If you are a VJ, then you should know and understand what this software actually is, and you should appreciate how easy it can
make your job. Ideally this isn't used as a replacement for your main rig\/show\/software, but rather just something to run on a
smaller laptop if your main rig goes down.

I absolutely recommend you pick this up if you're a VJ.. Summary: Wicked sick man, so sick bhro. Fun and different with the
3d, I like it more than the classic 2d approach. Online play has some serious flaws and missing features, but not enough to ruin it
but still despicible.

Cons: Online Play:
  - Missing "Worm Pot" Modifiers, unless doing local machine play. Basically the Worm Pot is an optional system of up to 3
modifiers that you set on a Slot Machine graphic (can randomize with the lever or manually select). These modifiers include
things like "Wind Affects All" or "Low Gravity", and theres quite a lot of cool modifiers you can select from. Having this
missing online is some ♥♥♥♥♥♥ bs and is unfortunate.
  - HUGE NET DELAY. There is what seems to be about a 3-5 second delay between what you're getting on your end of the
game, and the person who's turn it is. Having this out of sync basically makes it so you know what happened and perhaps on mic
you reacted to it; but they still have yet to see it. So if you are laughing at some epic♥♥♥♥♥♥of a move, or a shameful display,
others won't know until later which is really just uncomfortable more than anything else. Its like having bad reception on a
phone call sort of feeling of disappointment. Thing is, how does a turn-based game have this sort of ♥♥♥♥up in the first place
yo? Whoever made the online play should be fired and go back to school. Even a 300ms delay (still sucky) would be 10x better
than 5 seconds delay. Any other genre outside turn-based and this would ultimately break the game, obviously. But it doesnt
make it okay on this nonetheless.
  - Random lags and loading. This is not as bad as the delay issue, but it still is pretty ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t. Its just another side effect
of having bad programming for online play. In some cases it will sit and say its loading the map but just freezes, and everyone
has to F4 out and reload the game, and the host has to recreate the match. Doesnt happen often but its true ♥♥♥♥♥♥ry.
  - Creating a match in general outside of local play should have more hosting options. Its just straight up lazy and insulting and
quite amateur to have just map, game style, number of private slots, and a friend invite system. Those no doubt are needed, but
bare minimal if you ask me. Like stated before, the Worm Pot would be a nice beefy feature to satisfy folks like my♥♥♥♥♥
and perhaps some other settings like a game timer override or a worm health override and some other small customizations.
Those can be found as options when making a custom Game Style, but its a bit of work to go and modify an existing one or
make a new one since its 7 pages or so of settings and its tucked away in a different menu of the game.

Other Cons:
  - Cluster Bombs dont do nearly as much damage per cluster or direct as they should. This being a step up from a normal hand
grenade it should totally be doing some more serious damage. In my opinion it should be half as strong as the Banana Bomb.
  - Beating levels should unlock weapons automatically. I played through Story past the Knights section and assumed I would get
the Holy Grenade as a reward to use for online. It still wasnt showing up in the shop, and was still greyed out in the Game Style
options. Not sure how they unlock weapons in the game, maybe you have to beat the game. In that case and either way, I dont
think that's fair since most people are probably buying this game to play local games with friends and now (buggy♥♥♥♥♥
online.
  - Game would be funner with more available player slots. This is more of an opinion since the Worms games have always had
4 players only. Not to mention the scale of the levels might have to go up to accomodate 6 or 8, etc; but thats not a big deal. 4
player slots fill up fast when you have friends and family around that have the game. Someone will most likely get left out of the
party at some point like some kid with lice; the poor saps.

Pros:
  - Funny as♥♥♥♥♥♥like most Worms games
  - Addicting Gameplay because all the choices and dynamics that give it replay value up the♥♥♥♥♥♥br> - Customizing
Worms and the things you can buy with the in game coins is pretty diverse enough to make some funny or unique creations. My
team is the Ultradouche♥♥♥♥♥♥s and they are a sight to behold.
  - Despite the online plays low-blow cop-out amateur ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t, its still a lot of fun and you sort of forget those issues
exists because how inviting the gameplay is (still doesnt make it okay chimpdicks!)
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  - Gives you a reason to get on mic and interact and take it easy. Most the times I dont really like getting on mic, but this game
is a lot better when you do with friends, even with the huge delay online.
  - Awesome and creatively diverse weapons and tools. I like dropping dynamite from the air via jetpack like a baller, or
dropping a fat sumo down on the peasants below. Banana Bomb is a personal favorite though and I'm glad its still around and is
still devastating.
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First problem Player Base im from the EU not sure if that makes a diffrence but there are no people hosting a online game for
anyone to join except 1 wich was from the developer of this game wich had 3 clones of himself in the server and were just
being afk.

Second problem is the Resurrection skill so let me explain what this is and does The game is boss vs vikings (max 5 vikings).
Vikings get in the default setting 10 shared lives. Now here is the problem the ressurection skill wich all 5 vikings can choose if
they want too. does obviously revived down players BUT when they use the skill it doesnt go down from those 10 shared lifes
meaning youd need to kill all 5 vikings simultaneously twice if you want to win a fight like that as the boss wich is impossible.

Third problem is gameplay in general. It is clunky you lose track of who you are and where you are most of the time because it
is hard to see through everything that is going on. and the controls are also weard and unexplained example the tutorial doesnt
tell you that right click targets your aim towards adds instead of the boss.Also you can only read what your character skills do
before the match starts wich is roughly a min for the boss you even have to click another i in the top right of the screen you
cannot see your abilities in the character menu where you can customize the colors of your characters.

Problem 1 and 2 need to be solved somehow problem 3 sure its clunky but also not so horrible that you cant have fun playing
this game.

Also its a easy fix for the second problem if there only would be 1 guy that may have Ressurection selected before you start a
match or you would make it a heal instead its problem solved. The first problem however is thougher though for a game that is
already out for a month something is wrong already.

As of date 11 April 2019 i would not reccommend buying this game unttil they fix all of these crucial problems mainly 1 and 2..
Despite the total lack of any spoken or written dialogue, there is a story here (and two different endings!), but it's really short
and leaves you wanting more (like me) or wondering wth just happened (also me). I really liked the style and ambiance, the
puzzles weren't too hard, and the achievements are all doable in a short amount of time.. Oh my God!!! I'm terrified! Play was
fearfully! If you have a weak heart, you should not play this game. But anyone who wants to tickle nerves definitely must
playing!. Very enjoyable game for a tenner, there are very few fishing games out there. And even fewer that try to get a
"realistic" take on the sport. If you have even a small interest in fishing then i recommend this game. There is nothing that even
comes close to this at providing an "authentic" fishing expierience.

Yes, at this stage the game has bugs, what games don't these days?, any game you buy can and will have bugs. However the
positives of the game far outweigh the negatives, and as long as development continues and new features are added, for the price
of a pizza and some wings you cant really go wrong. A lot of the features and improvements have already been shown in videos
and are looking like a massive improvement, really looking foreward to seeing this title thrive.. Couldn't get very far because the
game crashed repeatedly on Windows 10 x64, always at the same point in the game.. Fun little game. I played to completion
with 100% Achievements. I did not have any issues as describe by some users but, I did read through the comments before I got
this so, I knew what to expect going in. Not to easy and not to hard so, I would recommend at this price (.99 cents at time of this
posting). DOSH! Spend it while you can! Twelve cents per model with the 75% sale. Yes, I have a Steam purchasing addiction..
I'd suggest avoiding this game. I have no clue what kind of game it is, since i couldn't even move in the game (The keybinds
didn't work with my KB+M). I also tried to change to controller, but the key mapping doesn't work, so I'd be stuck with some
horrible controls. Well, Half of my keybinds for controller are "Left thumbstick" and "Right Thumbstick" and the other half
doesn't have any keys bound to them (Because the key mapping just didn't work very well).

The KB+M problem could be because of poor coding in game. Apparently some people has had their KB's detected as
something totally different than what they actually are. Controllers, AZERTY instead of QWERTY etc.

With all the no-refunds policies, i would definitely avoid this game. There's a high chance it won't work for you at all (Just look
at the forums in the client and in the actual steam forums). Pretty much every single thread is "X is broken", "There's a glitch in
Y", "Z got stuck in the wall again" and "Giving away -75% off for free". The only game where the coupons are worth nothing.
Not even one card.. great puzzele game works erfectly
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